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A model was developed to describe the deuterium uptake of gas phase polypeptide ions via
H/D exchange with D2O. Ab initio calculations established, for energetic reasons, that the
exchange must take place via a “relay” mechanism involving both a charged site and a nearby
basic site. Molecular dynamics simulations indicated that the D2O molecule did not penetrate
the core of the example peptide, protonated bradykinin (Bk1H)1, and hence the relay
mechanism must occur on the peptide surface. Two factors were deemed to be important: (1)
The surface accessibility of the charged sites and the basic sites and (2) the distances between
them. An algorithm was developed that accounted for these features using the absolute
exchange rate as a free parameter. Excellent agreement was obtained with experiment when
equal weight was given to an ensemble of low energy conformations of (Bk1H)1, assumed to
have a salt bridge primary structure. Single conformations, or other protonated forms, did not
allow good agreement with experiment for any value of the absolute exchange rate constant.
(J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 1999, 10, 9–14) © 1999 American Society for Mass Spectrometry
One of the primary issues in biochemistry isdetermination of structure of biomolecules, be-cause structure is so closely related to biological
function. For methodological reasons the main focus
has been on crystal structures using X-ray scattering in
the past, but multidimensional NMR methods have
emerged as useful tools for studying biomolecules in
solution. Little is known about gas phase structures of
biomolecules for two reasons. First, methods to gener-
ate biomolecules in the gas phase were not available
until recently, and second, the focus of the biochemical
community is on solution chemistry, because the chem-
istry in living organisms is predominantly occurring in
the condensed phase. However, gas phase chemistry
has proven very useful in the past to understand the
fundamentals of such intrinsic properties as acidities,
basisities, and conformations. Consequently, it is fun-
damentally important to investigate gas phase struc-
tures of biomolecules in the absence of solvation effects
and other intermolecular interactions.
The development of new ionization techniques such
as fast-atom bombardment (FAB) [1], matrix-assisted
laser desorption ionization (MALDI) [2], and electros-
pray ionization (ESI) [3] have made mass spectrometry
(MS) the method of choice to investigate biomolecules
in the gas phase. Although the primary focus of mass
spectrometry is on compound identification (mass) and
sequence information (primary structure), some mass
spectrometry based methods have emerged in an at-
tempt to determine secondary and tertiary structures
[4]. One of these methods is H/D exchange, where the
exchange can be carried out either in solution [5] or in
the gas phase [6]. Gas phase exchange studies are most
commonly carried out in Fourier transform ion cyclo-
tron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometers. The
charged biomolecule of interest is stored in an ion trap
while undergoing collisions with a deuterium contain-
ing exchange reagent. By recording the mass spectrum
as a function of storage time, the kinetics of the deute-
rium uptake can be determined. Because exchangeable
hydrogens buried inside the biomolecule are expected
to exchange very slowly compared to those exposed on
the surface, the H/D-exchange kinetic data should
contain information on the three-dimensional structure.
The present study is a first attempt to establish a link
between gas phase H/D-exchange data and the three-
dimensional molecular structure obtained from the ion
mobility based ion chromatography technique [7]. In
these latter studies gas phase collision cross sections are
obtained and compared with those generated from
theoretical low energy model structures. In this article
we will consider the example of protonated bradykinin,
(Bk1H)1, a nonapeptide containing two basic arginine
residues because detailed theoretical structures are
available from earlier ion chromatography work [8].
These data are compared with available experimental
H/D-exchange results [9] obtained by FT-ICR mass
spectrometry (Finnigan-2000 FT-ICR operated at 3.0
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tesla). In these studies (Bk1H)1 ions were generated by
MALDI and confined in the ICR cell for varying periods
of time during which their hydrogens could be replaced
by deuterium in collisions with gaseous D2O molecules.
Repeated axialization [10] which allowed ion storage
times longer than 2 h with .106 ion–neutral collisions at
a D2O pressure of 4 3 10
26 torr made it possible to
observe rather slow H/D-exchange reactions as well.
Recent results obtained on a 9.4 tesla system [11],
making axialization by quadrupolar excitation unnec-
essary, indicate that the axialization procedure could
potentially heat the ions and thus create nonthermal
reaction conditions. Increased temperature has two
effects on the H/D-exchange reactivity. First, the distri-
bution of conformations assumed by the peptide ions is
shifted towards higher energy structures, and second,
intrinsic reaction rate constants change as a function of
temperature. Both effects are discussed below as the
model is presented.
Recent studies on (Bk1H)1 using the black body
infrared radiation (BIRD) method suggest the gas phase
ion exists in the salt bridge form with both arginines
protonated and the C-terminus carboxylic group dep-
rotonated [12]. This structure could not be confirmed by
ion chromatography because the salt bridge (arg1H1-
arg9H1-COO2), arg1 protonated (arg1H1-arg9-COOH),
and arg9 protonated (arg1-arg9H1-COOH) structures all
yield the same theoretical cross section in good agree-
ment with experiment. The added evidence of the BIRD
results prompted us to select the salt bridge theoretical
structures for use in interpreting the H/D exchange
results, although other comparisons are made as well.
Theoretical Methods
Possible mechanisms for rapid gas phase H/D ex-
change of oligoglycines have been examined by
Beauchamp and co-workers [13] for a number of ex-
change reagents, including D2O being the least reactive
of all. Their semiempirical studies indicated that the
only energetically accessible pathway for rapid ex-
change with D2O is via a “relay mechanism” involving
the charged N terminus. We tested additional mecha-
nisms for exchange of a backbone amide hydrogen
remote from any charge. The model systems included
hydrated formamide and diglycine (A and B below).
The N terminus in the Gly2H
1 model B is pointing
away from the H2O moiety. The methods used to
investigate the potential surface of these model systems
include PM3 [14] semiempirical, HF/STO-3G ab initio
and B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) [15] DFT (density functional
theory) calculations. The PM3 and low level Hartree–
Fock (HF) ab initio calculations were used to locate
minima and transition states (including frequency anal-
ysis) but the higher level DFT calculations were limited
to geometry optimizations of some minima and single
point calculations on some parts of the potential surface
along the expected reaction path. The programs used
for the PM3 and HF/DFT computations were gamess
[16] and gaussian 94 [17], respectively.
The molecular mechanics work in this study has
been carried out using the amber suit of programs and
employing the standard amber force fields [18]. Al-
though molecular mechanics programs have been de-
veloped having solution chemistry in mind, the solva-
tion behavior of a solute molecule is only obtained
when solvent molecules are explicitly added or when
the dielectric constant (and its “distance dependence”
[19]) are appropriately chosen. Otherwise the molecular
dynamics simulations mimic gas phase behavior as has
been reported in several studies [20]. Some of the point
charges located on the individual atoms might have to
be scaled slightly in order to get certain details like the
lifetime of a gas phase collision complex quantitatively
right. No effort has been made in this study to make
such minor adjustments. However, there is no reason to
doubt that the molecular mechanics results reported
here describe the essential features in terms of structure
and dynamics qualitatively correctly.
Results and Discussion
Molecular dynamics simulations indicate that water
molecules colliding with (Bk1H)1 at thermal velocities
from 100 randomly chosen directions do not change the
conformation of the peptide ion. Furthermore, a large
percentage (;80%) of such collisions lead to a long
lived collision complex. In fact, if the D2O is not
instantly reflected off the peptide surface it is captured
by the ion for a time exceeding 1 ns as evidenced by
four independent molecular dynamics runs. During this
extensive collision the water molecule samples the
entire peptide surface, occasionally spending longer
periods of time at preferred sites before it moves on.
The lowest energy conformation [21] of the (Bk1H)1
salt bridge structure has two such preferred sites: The
exposed portions of the two protonated guanidine
groups of arg1 and arg9 (Figure 1). At no time, however,
did the D2O molecule penetrate the surface and enter
the core of the folded peptide.
The conclusion from this study is that the water
molecule has ample time to sample the entire peptide
surface in most collisions. It can therefore find all
exchangeable hydrogens that are on the surface, but
cannot access those buried inside the peptide.
The next question that has to be addressed is how the
H/D exchange occurs once D2O is close to an exchange-
able hydrogen. Possible mechanisms for gas phase H/D
exchange between small peptide ions and a number of
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small neutrals including D2O have been examined by
Beauchamp and co-workers for a series of oligoglycines
by means of FTMS and semiempirical calculations [13].
These authors focused on fast H/D exchange that must
occur without a significant barrier. As indicated earlier,
we examined a number of other mechanisms including
exchange of a backbone amide hydrogen on a charge
remote site. Both semiempirical and ab initio calcula-
tions indicate that barriers for such a mechanism are
substantial (.10 kcal/mol), yielding a reaction effi-
ciency of ,1027 and therefore rate constants too small
to observe on the experimental time scale. However, it
was shown [13] that hydrogens on a protonated site
–B1–H can readily be exchanged by D2O via a so called
“relay” mechanism if a basic site is close enough to form
a second hydrogen bond to D2O (Scheme 1) [22].
After departure of H(1)OD(2) the base –B: will bond to
either D(3) or any other acidic hydrogen like H(4) yield-
ing formally an exchange of H(1) by D(3) or H(4) by D(3),
respectively. Thus, in order to make H/D exchange
possible three requirements have to be met: (1) The
protonated site –B1–H has to be accessible to the water,
(2) a “basic site” has to be on the surface of the peptide,
and (3) the basic site must be close to –B1–H.
To determine the “surface availabilities” of the ex-
changeable hydrogens the following algorithm has
been developed. A model conformation n is pierced by
a projectile moving on a straight line. The atom where
the projectile enters the molecule and the one where it
exits are determined and counted as accessible on the
surface for H/D exchange. This process is repeated
(usually 250,000 times) using random projectile direc-
tions. For each atom i of the conformation n the projec-
tile entry or exit events are counted and divided by
twice the number of projectiles piercing the molecule to
determine a surface availability number Ni,n. For in-
stance N1,1 corresponding to one of the N-terminus
hydrogens (i 5 1) of the conformation shown in Figure
1 (n 5 1) is calculated to be 0.028. This is found to be a
large number corresponding to a very exposed atom. In
contrast, the ser6 amide hydrogen (i 5 82) is much
more buried inside the peptide with N82,1 , 10
26.
The H/D-exchange rate constants ki,n are assumed to
be proportional to those surface availability numbers of
the atoms involved in the exchange processes. Further-
more, the D2O molecule must both reach a protonated
site and concurrently form a hydrogen bond to a nearby
basic site. This means that for a given conformation we
have to calculate the surface availabilities of all the
protonated sites, those of all the “basic” sites, and the
distances between them. Thus, the rate constant kin for
an H atom sitting on a protonated site (i.e., guani-
dinium) is proportional to Ni,n 3 NB(i),n where Ni,n is
the surface counts of the corresponding Hi atom in
conformation n and NB(i),n those of the base nearby. The
H/D exchange rate constant for an H atom of a non-
protonated site (e.g., a backbone amide H atom) is
proportional to the surface counts of the corresponding
basic atom (e.g., the corresponding carbonyl oxygen in
a backbone amide) and those of an H atom nearby
sitting on a protonated site. “Nearby” in all cases means
Figure 1. The two preferred locations of a water molecule
sampling the surface of a bradykinin (Bk1H)1 conformation as
found by a 1 ns molecular dynamics simulation at 300 K. The
darkly shaded atoms in the ball-and-stick model indicate the two
guanidinium groups. The medium shaded species are O atoms,
lightly shaded species N atoms, and nonshaded species are C
atoms. The H atoms are the small unshaded balls. The important
hydrogen bonds for H/D exchange are shown as dashed lines. In
the chemical formula representation at the top only the portion of
the bradykinin molecule that preferentially binds the H2O mole-
cule is shown. There are two prefered sites, both having an H2O
molecule bound to them for demonstration purposes, although in
the actual simulation only one H2O interacts with bradykinin at a
time. The atoms of the H2O molecules are highlighted with solid
black circumferences, as are the two extreme target H atoms
labeled “a” and “b”. In the conformation shown in the bottom of
the figure the ser6 amide hydrogen “a” is totally buried inside the
peptide with a surface availability number of ,1026 (see the text),
whereas the exposed N-terminus amine hydrogen “b” exhibits a
value of 0.028.
Scheme 1
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#4 Å in our model. If the distance is larger the corre-
sponding rate constant is set to zero for the conformer n
in question. The proportionality factor k0 that connects
the product of surface counts with ki,n is the intrinsic
rate constant for the relay mechanism in this system.








which implies that the peptide ions interconvert rapidly
between those conformations during the course of the
experiment. Although our molecular dynamics simula-
tions of 1 ns duration do not indicate there are large
scale conformational changes at 300 K on this time scale,
the assumption above still appears very reasonable
given the fact that the experimental time scale is 12
orders of magnitude longer and that ions might have
been heated during the repeated axialization steps. An
idea of what the conformations assumed during the
experiment might be obtained from a search of the
conformational space by a simulated annealing proce-
dure, which has previously been described [8]. From
100 energy minimized conformations generated by this
annealing procedure, the 25 lowest energy structures,
all within 10 kcal/mol, are assumed to be representa-
tives of the structures assumed during the experiment.
These 25 conformations are given equal weighting in
the calculations done here.
Assuming pseudo-first-order kinetics the probability
pi(t) for finding an H atom (as opposed to a D atom) in
position i at time t can be calculated for a given k# i by
pi~t! 5 exp@ 2 k# i r~D2O)t# (2)
with r(D2O) being the D2O number density. By apply-
ing the laws of statistics the probability Pm(t) for H/D
exchange of any m hydrogens within a peptide with a
total of n exchangeable hydrogens is given by the
product of the individual pi(t) values which are ob-
tained from eq 2. For instance, the probability P0(t) that
none of the hydrogens has exchanged is the product of
all pi(t), whereas the probability Pn(t) that all n have
exchanged is the product of all [1 2 pi(t)]. The general












@1 2 pb~t!#D (3)
The indices (ij . . . l) indicate a set of (n-m) hydrogens
Hi, Hj, . . . , Hl that have not yet exchanged. The sum is
over all possible permutations of selecting such a set
from a total of n hydrogens. The calculation of Pm(t) for
all values of m allows the computation of mass spectra
as a function of time t. Thus, for given surface avail-
ability numbers Ni,n, the only unknown in the system is
the intrinsic rate constant k0, that is the time scale over
which the mass spectra evolve.
The value of k0 is determined by matching the time
scale of the synthetic mass spectrum evolution with that
of the experiment. Thus, the rate constant k0 is simply
adjusted to match the experimental result obtained
under an effective, not precisely known experimental
temperature. It is expected that k0 will be a function of
temperature and possibly of exchange site but deter-
mining these dependencies await additional experi-
ments. Figure 2 shows a comparison of theoretically
predicted mass spectra for k0 5 2.5 3 10
210 cm3/s with
experimental data, recorded after 5 s, 4 min, 15 min, and
2 h ion storage time, respectively [9, 23]. The mass
spectrum at 5 s shows three peaks with relative inten-
sities of .0.1 because of the isotopic distribution of the
50 carbon atoms in bradykinin, with the peak labeled
1061 belonging to the 12C50 species [24]. The 18 ex-
changeable hydrogens in (Bk1H)1, 10 guanidine (arg1,
arg9), 1 hydroxy (ser6), 5 amide (along the backbone),
and 2 amine hydrogens (N-terminus) are available for
Figure 2. Time evolution of experimental (left) and simulated
(right) mass spectra of potonated bradykinin exposed to D2O
vapor (see the text).
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exchange by deuterium. It can be seen in Figure 2 that
for longer exchange times the peaks shift to higher
masses. After 2 h the base peak has shifted to m/z 5
1077, indicating that many hydrogens have been re-
placed by deuterium, but exchange is still not complete.
The overall deuterium incorporation as a function of
time is plotted in Figure 3a. The experimental data
indicate that 15 out of 18 exchangeable hydrogens
exchange on a 1 h time scale under the conditions used
in the experiment, whereas the remaining three hydro-
gens exchange with slower rates [24]. This result indi-
cates that intramolecular H/D scrambling does not
contribute efficiently to exchange of interior sites. The
modeled deuterium incorporation is similar to experi-
ment with rate constants k# i ranging from 5 3 10
217 to
2 3 10214 cm3/s. According to the model the guanidine
hydrogens of arg9 and the amide hydrogen of phe8
exchange most rapidly, whereas the amine hydrogens
on the N-terminus react with the slowest rate. It is
interesting that the N-terminus is exposed on the pep-
tide surface in almost all conformations considered (see,
e.g., Figure 1). In fact, the two amine hydrogens have,
on average, the highest surface availability numbers of
all exchangeable hydrogens. However, the terminal
–NH2 group is almost always remote from any of the
charge carrying guanidinium groups and therefore can-
not participate in a relay mechanism in most conforma-
tions. The guanidinium groups, on the other hand, are
less accessible by D2O but they are solvated by the
backbone .CAO groups, the ideal arrangement for the
relay mechanism depicted in Scheme 1.
Although the results predicted by the model com-
pare very favorably with the experimental data (Figures
2 and 3a) future applications of the model to other
systems (under more controlled experimental condi-
tions) will have to be used to evaluate its general
performance. In order to demonstrate that the model is
sensitive to the conformations considered, results of
two further studies are included in Figure 3b. The
dotted line is obtained when it is assumed that Bk is
locked into the lowest energy salt bridge conformation.
Clearly, the experimental data cannot be fit well with
any value for k0. The curve levels out after 12 hydro-
gens are exchanged. This indicates that the remaining 6
hydrogens are either hardly accessible to D2O or are
nonreactive because the distance between the corre-
sponding basic site and the charged site is too large. The
dashed line indicates data obtained for the 25 lowest
energy conformations of the charge solvation Bk form
arg1-arg9H1-COOH. Again, this model does not agree
with experiment even for the best choice of k0.
Conclusions
Molecular dynamics simulations indicate that water–
bradykinin collision complexes have long lifetimes dur-
ing which the water samples the peptide surface.
Semiempirical and ab initio calculations on small model
systems indicate that gas phase H/D exchange has to
occur via a relay mechanism for energetic reasons.
Thus, exchangeable hydrogens have to be accessible
from the surface and the relay mechanism requires that
D2O has to be able to form a hydrogen bond to both a
protonated and a basic site. From these requirements a
kinetic model is developed. Using a set of 25 low energy
conformations of a bradykinin salt bridge structure, the
kinetic model predicts deuterium incorporation as a
function of time and thus the time evolution of the
bradykinin mass spectra. The model results compare
very favorably with experimental data obtained on a
Fourier transform mass spectrometer and reported in
the literature. Model results using either the single
lowest energy salt bridge structure or a set of the 25
lowest lowest energy arg9 protonated charge solvation
structures could not be made to agree with experiment.
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